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14:00 - 14:15 Setup and welcome participants

14:15 - 14:30 Overview

14:35 - 15:45   The OpenMP Common Core
The Parallelware Analyzer performance optimization report
Key technology differentiation: Code into patterns for parallelization
Using Parallelware Analyzer: A walk-through with MATMUL example
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16:15 - 17:50 Practicals: Use Parallelware Analyzer to parallelize PI and LULESHmk with OpenMP

17:50 - 18:00 Close
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Impact of Parallelware Analyzer on performance
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Application areas
Parallel code created by 

Parallelware Analyzer

Performance gain on multicore CPU
(including multithreading)

Performance gain on GPU

[% time faster] [No. times faster] [% time faster] [No. times faster]

Mathematics PI +73% 3.83x +97%         41.94x

Physics COULOMB +89% 9.68x - -

Physics HEAT +77% 4.41x +89%             9.63x

Mathematics MATMUL +79% 4.92x +99%      128.33x

Mathematics ATMUX +58% 2.40x -79% 0.56x

Hydrodynamics LULESHmk +73% 3.75x +95%          24.40x

Mathematics NPB CG - 20.52x - -

Plasma physics ZPIC +17% 1.22x +33%             1.49x

Image processing Canny edge detector +66% 2.98x - -

Speedups measured at NERSC CORI system (Cray XC40), GPU nodes:
  CPU:  2 x Intel Xeon Gold 6148 ('Skylake') @ 2.40 GHz (16 threads allocated)
  MEMORY:  384 GB DDR4 memory (32 GB allocated)
  GPU: 8 x NVIDIA V100, each with 16 GB HBM2 memory, connected with NVLink interconnect (2 allocated)

The runtime was reduced up to 89% (9x faster) on multicores and up to 99% (128x faster) on GPUs

https://www.appentra.com/training/courses/parallelware-training-introductory/
https://www.appentra.com/parallelware-training-intermediate/
https://www.appentra.com/parallelware-training-intermediate/
https://www.appentra.com/training/courses/parallelware-training-advanced/
https://www.appentra.com/training/courses/parallelware-training-introductory/
https://www.nas.nasa.gov/publications/npb.html
https://www.appentra.com/training/courses/parallelware-training-advanced/


Performance impact on Intel AVX-512
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Use case: Canny (Image processing)
Code versions using SIMD, multithreading and offloading parallelism

Clang 10.0 
(seconds)

GCC 8.2 
(seconds)

Canny SERIAL 
(serial version, maximum optimization without auto-vectorization)

  11,08    12,03

Canny AUTO 
(auto-vectorized serial version, maximum optimization)

10,64   [3.9%]
            [1.04x]

11,63  [3.4%]
            [1.04x]

Canny PWA SIMD (*)
(PWA SIMD + auto-vectorized serial version, maximum optimization)

  4,97  [55.1%]
            [2.23x]

  5,61  [53.4%]
            [2.14x]

Canny PWA MULTI+SIMD 
(PWA Multithreading+SIMD + auto-vectorized serial version, maximum optimization)

   3,72  [66.4%]
            [2.98x]

  4,08 [66.1%]
            [2.95x]

CPU: Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 5218 CPU @ 2.30GHz
Problem size: Image size 15360 x 8640.

(*) Performance optimization achieved by a senior performance software engineer and that is the expected maximum performance 
improvement to be provided by Parallelware Analyzer (PWA) SIMD.

Higher %
is faster

The runtime was reduced up to 66% (~3x faster) on multicores using the Clang and GCC compilers



Product
Parallelware Analyzer is the first static code analyzer specializing in performance. The Parallelware Artificial Intelligence (AI) 
engine leverages the  expertise of  the  senior performance optimization engineers who have been doing it manually for the 
last decades. It provides actionable insights through optimization reports that help ensuring best practices to speedup the 
code through parallel computing in modern  heterogeneous multicore chips.

Benefits

1.  Increase the performance of your code

● Get performance optimization reports with 
human-readable actionable hints.

● Speedup your code on multicore CPUs and GPUs.
● Get annotated source code using directives for 

vectorization and parallelization (e.g. SIMD OpenMP, 
GCC, Clang, ICC, OpenACC).

2.  Prevent code bugs related to performance

● Get best-practice recommendations to prevent typical 
parallel bugs due to race conditions and data movement 
issues.

● Verify the correctness of your parallel code (i.e. free of 
data races and data movement issues).

First static code analyzer specializing in performance



Recommendations (PWR)
Boost performance and ensure best 

practices

 Defects (PWD) 
Find and fix bugs in parallel code

Performance Optimization Report

examples/matmul$ pwreport src/main.c:15 --level 2 -- -I src/include
Compiler flags: -I src/include

ACTIONS REPORT

  FUNCTION BEGIN at src/main.c:matmul:6:1
    6: void matmul(size_t m, size_t n, size_t p, double **A, double **B, double **C) {

    LOOP BEGIN at src/main.c:matmul:15:5
      15:     for (size_t i = 0; i < m; i++) {

      [PWR010] src/main.c:15:5 'B' multi-dimensional array not accessed in row-major order
      [RMK005] src/main.c:18:28 avoid non-consecutive array access for variable 'A' to improve performance
      [RMK005] src/main.c:18:38 avoid non-consecutive array access for variable 'B' to improve performance
      [RMK005] src/main.c:18:25 avoid non-consecutive array access for variable 'C' to improve performance
      [RMK005] src/main.c:18:25 avoid non-consecutive array access for variable 'C' to improve performance

      [OPP001] src/main.c:15:5 is a multi-threading opportunity
      [OPP003] src/main.c:15:5 is a offload opportunity
    LOOP END
  FUNCTION END

  FUNCTION BEGIN at src/main.c:main:24:1
    24: int main(int argc, char *argv[]) {

  FUNCTION END

Remarks (RMK)
Proficient usage of tools

Opportunities (OPP)
Vectorization, multi-threading 

and GPU offloading



The two pillars of Parallelware Analyzer

Parallelware’s Artificial Intelligence (AI) engine 
for static code analysis specializing in 
performance. Parallelware tools are the first tools 
supporting this innovative catalog by reporting 
race conditions, data movement issues and 
best-practice recommendations to create efficient 
and bug-free parallel code.

Discover Parallelware Analyzer  ›

Tools to automate time-consuming development 
tasks

Open catalog of defects and recommendations for 
parallel programming built in collaboration with 
experts in multicore  CPUs and GPUs to establish 
parallel programming best practices. Open set of 
curated example codes that clearly describe errors 
commonly seen in C/C++/Fortran parallel codes.

Discover open catalog of checks   ›

https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/

Open catalog of defects & recommendations 
specializing in performance
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https://www.appentra.com/products/
https://www.appentra.com/checks
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/


https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/

Defects
PWD001: Invalid OpenMP multithreading datascoping

PWD002: Unprotected multithreading reduction 
operation

PWD003: Missing array range in data copy to 
accelerator device

PWD004: Out-of-memory-bounds array access

PWD005: Array range copied to the GPU does not 
cover the used range

PWD006: Missing deep copy of non-contiguous data 
to the GPU

PWD007: Unprotected multithreading recurrence

PWD008: Unprotected multithreading recurrence due to 
out-of-dimension-bounds array access

Recommendations

Download the PDF

 PWR007: Disable implicit declaration of variables

 PWR008: Declare the intent for each procedure parameter

 PWR009: Use OpenMP teams to offload work to GPU

 PWR010: Avoid column-major array access in C/C++

 PWR011: Outline loop to increase compiler and tooling code coverage

 PWR012: Pass only required fields from derived data types as parameters

 PWR013: Avoid copying unused variables to the GPU

 PWR014: Out-of-dimension-bounds array access

 PWR015: Avoid copying unnecessary array elements to or from the GPU

 PWR016: Use separate arrays instead of an Array-of-Structs

 PWR017: transform while into for loop in order to allow vectorization

 PWR018: Call to recursive function within a loop may inhibit vectorization

 PWR019: consider interchanging loops to favor vectorization by maximizing inner loop’s trip 
count

 PWR020: consider loop fission to enable vectorization

 PWR021: temporary computation can be extracted to a vectorizable loop

 PWR022: move invariant conditional out of the loop to facilitate vectorization

 PWR023: add ‘restrict’ for pointer function parameters to hint the compiler that 
vectorization is safe

 PWR024: loop can be rewritten in OpenMP canonical form

 PWR025: consider annotating pure function with OpenMP ‘declare simd’

 PWR026: consider annotating function ‘X’ with OpenMP ‘declare target’

 PWR027: consider annotating function ‘X’ with OpenACC ‘routine’

 PWR001: Declare global variables as function parameters

 PWR002: Declare scalar variables in the smallest 
possible scope

 PWR003: Explicitly declare pure functions

 PWR004: Declare OpenMP scoping for all variables

 PWR005: Disable default OpenMP scoping

 PWR006: Avoid privatization of read-only variables

https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/
https://www.appentra.com/download/12837/
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwd001/
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwd002/
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwd002/
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwd003/
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwd003/
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwd006/
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwd006/
https://www.appentra.com/download/12837/
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr007/
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr008/
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr009/
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr010/
https://appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr011
https://appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr012
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr013
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr014/
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr015
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr016
https://appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr017
https://appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr018
https://appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr019
https://appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr019
https://appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr020
https://appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr021
https://appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr022
https://appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr023
https://appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr023
https://appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr024
https://appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr025
https://appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr026
https://appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr027
https://appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr001
https://appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr002
https://appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr002
https://appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr003
https://appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr004
https://appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr005
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr006/


PWD001: 
Invalid OpenMP 
multithreading 
datascoping
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www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwd001/ 

Find & fix bugs

https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwd001/


2.Identify defects related to parallelism while 
coding.
Tool “pwcheck”

3.Identify opportunities for parallelization.
Tool “pwloops”

4.Guided generation of parallel code for 
multicore CPUs and GPUs, with OpenMP and 
OpenACC, using multithreading, offloading and 
tasking.
Tool “pwdirectives”

1.High-level overview of your code: summary of 
parallelized regions, defects, recommendations and 
opportunities.
Tool “pwreport”

Parallel 
Software 

Development 
Workflow

Emerging 
Technologies

Parallelware Analyzer
2020

5.Graphical User Interface (GUI)
Tool “pwtrainer”



The tool “pwreport”: Entry point and status
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$ pwreport main.c:matmul -- -I include
Compiler flags: -I include

ACTIONS REPORT

  FUNCTION BEGIN at main.c:matmul:6:1
LOOP BEGIN at main.c:matmul:8:5

  LOOP BEGIN at main.c:matmul:9:9
    2 remarks
    1 opportunity for parallelism (1 SIMD)
  LOOP END
  2 opportunities for parallelism (1 multi-threading and 1 
offload)

LOOP END

LOOP BEGIN at main.c:matmul:15:5
  LOOP BEGIN at main.c:matmul:16:9
    LOOP BEGIN at main.c:matmul:17:13
    LOOP END
    1 recommendation and 3 remarks
  LOOP END
  1 recommendation and 4 remarks
  2 opportunities for parallelism (1 multi-threading and 1 
offload)

LOOP END
  FUNCTION END

CODE COVERAGE
  Analyzable files:        1 / 1 (100.00 %)
  Analyzable functions:    1 / 1 (100.00 %)
  Analyzable loops:        5 / 5 (100.00 %)
  Parallelized SLOCs:      0 / 17 (  0.00 %)

METRICS SUMMARY
  Total defects:             0
  Total recommendations:     2
  Total remarks:             9
  Total opportunities:       5
  Total data races:          0
  Total data-race-free:      0

SUGGESTIONS

  Use --level 1|2|3 to get more details, e.g:
    pwreport --level 2 main.c:matmul -- -I include

  If you want to get an overview of your whole codebase, not only the 
hotspot, you can use:
    pwreport --summary . -- -I include

1 file successfully analyzed and 0 failures in 42 ms



The tool  “pwcheck”: Defects and Recommendations
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$ pwcheck main.c --function matmul --level 2 -- -I include

Compiler flags: -I include

FUNCTION BEGIN at main.c:matmul:6:1

  6: void matmul(size_t m, size_t n, size_t p, double **A, double **B, double **C) {

  LOOP BEGIN at main.c:matmul:8:5

    8: for (size_t i = 0; i < m; i++) {

    LOOP BEGIN at main.c:matmul:9:9

      9:     for (size_t j = 0; j < n; j++) {

    LOOP END

  LOOP END

  LOOP BEGIN at main.c:matmul:15:5

    15: for (size_t i = 0; i < m; i++) {

    [PWR010] main.c:15:5 'B' multi-dimensional array not accessed in row-major order

      18:               C[i][j] += A[i][k] * B[k][j];

    LOOP BEGIN at main.c:matmul:16:9

      16:     for (size_t j = 0; j < n; j++) {

      [PWR010] main.c:16:9 'B' multi-dimensional array not accessed in row-major order

        18:             C[i][j] += A[i][k] * B[k][j];

       LOOP BEGIN at main.c:matmul:17:13

        17:         for (size_t k = 0; k < p; k++) {

       LOOP END

     LOOP END

  LOOP END

FUNCTION END

PWR010

 2

Found a total of 2 checks in 1 file successfully analyzed and 0 failures in 25 ms



The tool  “pwloops”: Parallelization Opportunities
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$ pwloops main.c -- -I include       
Compiler flags: -I include

Loop              Analyzable Compute patterns Opportunity Auto-Parallelizable Parallelized
--------------------- ---------- ---------------- -------------- ------------------- ------------
main.c
|- matmul:8:5      x     forall       multi, offload  x
|  `- matmul:9:9   x     forall       simd        x
|- matmul:15:5     x     forall       multi, offload  x
|  `- matmul:16:9  x     forall
| `- matmul:17:13  x     n/a
`- main:58:5

Loop : loop name following the syntax <file>:<function>:<line>:<column>
Analyzable : all C/C++/Fortran language features present in the loop are supported by Parallelware
Compute patterns : compute patterns found in the loop ('forall', 'scalar' or 'sparse' reduction, 'recurrence', 'dep(endency)')
Opportunity : whether the loop is a parallelization opportunity and for which paradigms ('multi' for multi-threading, 'simd' for vectorization or 'offload' for 
GPU offloading)
Auto-Parallelizable : loop can be parallelized by Parallelware
Parallelized : loop is already parallelized, for instance with OpenMP or OpenACC directives

SUGGESTIONS

  Get more details about the data scoping of each variable within a loop, e.g.:
    pwloops --datascoping --loop main.c:matmul:8:5 main.c -- -I include

  Find out what prevented the analysis of a loop, e.g.:
    pwloops --non-analyzable --loop main.c:main:58:5 main.c -- -I include

  Print the code annotated with opportunities, e.g.:
    pwloops --code --function main.c:matmul main.c -- -I include

  Parallelize an auto-parallelizable loop, e.g.:
    pwdirectives main.c:matmul:8:5 -o <output_file> -- -I include

1 file successfully analyzed and 0 failures in 49 ms



The tool  “pwdirectives”: Parallel Code Generation
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$ pwdirectives --omp multi main.c:matmul:15:5 --in-place -- -I include
Compiler flags: -I include

Results for file 'main.c':
  Successfully parallelized loop at 'main.c:matmul:15:5' [using multi-threading]:
  15:5: [ INFO  ] Parallel forall: variable 'C'
  15:5: [ INFO  ] Loop parallelized with multithreading using OpenMP directive 'for'
  15:5: [ INFO  ] Parallel region defined by OpenMP directive 'parallel'
Successfully updated main.c

$ sed -n 15,25p main.c
#pragma omp parallel default(none) shared(A, B, C, m, n, p)
{
#pragma omp for schedule(auto)
for (size_t i = 0; i < m; i++) {
    for (size_t j = 0; j < n; j++) {
        for (size_t k = 0; k < p; k++) {
            C[i][j] += A[i][k] * B[k][j];
        }
    }
}
} // end parallel



Parallelware Trainer
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Project Explorer Code Editor Version Manager

Output Consoles

Test the 
correctness

   Introduce        
Parallelism

Identifying     
opportunities for 

parallelization

1 2                       3 4 5 6

Performance 
tuning

Test  
performance

Understanding 
your code

Parallelization opportunity

Non auto-parallelizable opportunity

Incomplete opportunity analysis

Failed opportunity analysis

Recommendation

Defect



Parallel code generation with “pwdirectives”
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Step 1:

● Find opportunities 
for parallelization in 
your code.

● Click on the “green 
circles”...



Generate directives with Parallelware Trainer GUI
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Step 1:
● Find opportunities for 

parallelization in your 
code.

● Click on the “green 
circles”...

Step 2:

● Select a setup: 
Standard, Device & 
Paradigm

● Click on the button 
“Parallelize”...



Agenda
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14:00 - 14:15 Setup and welcome participants

14:15 - 14:30 Overview

14:35 - 15:45   The OpenMP Common Core
The Parallelware Analyzer performance optimization report
Key technology differentiation: Code into patterns for parallelization
Using Parallelware Analyzer: A walk-through with MATMUL example

15:45 - 16:15 Coffee

16:15 - 17:50 Practicals: Use Parallelware Analyzer to parallelize PI and LULESHmk with OpenMP

17:50 - 18:00 Close
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Why use patterns to parallelize code?
● Programmer is responsible for correctness and must be aware of pitfalls

○ The specification does not describe automatic detection of parallel regions or automatic offloading of regions of 
code to an accelerator by a compiler or other tool.

○ If one thread updates a memory location and another reads the same location, or two threads store a value to the 

same location, the hardware may not guarantee the same result for each execution.

○ It is possible to write a compute region that produces inconsistent numerical results.

○ Programmers need to be very careful that the program uses appropriate synchronization to ensure that an 

assignment or modification by a thread on any device to data in shared memory is complete and available before 
that data is used by another thread on the same or another device.

● Programmers are responsible for making good use of OpenMP and for ensuring correctness

● Decomposition of codes into patterns
○ One way to ensure correctness is to identify patterns and use “recipes”
○ Patterns can speed up parallelization process
○ In the literature there are common patterns used in scientific software that are suitable for beginners and 

intermediate programmers

19



Why use patterns to parallelize code?

1. Patterns provide algorithmic rules to re-code serial code into parallel code

○ Patterns provide information about the type of computations associated to a variable of the code.

○ This type of computations define the code region to be parallelized (typically a loop).

○ And also dictates how to parallelize the sequential code.

○ Example: patterns scalar reduction and sparse reduction (a.k.a. histogram reduction) can be parallelized.

2.  Patterns enable to ensure correct variable management in the parallel code

○ Each pattern has one output variable and it dictates the correct data scoping for it.

○ Example: pattern scalar reduction handled with reduction clause for the output variable and shared clause for 

read-only variables.

3. Patterns enable to generate multiple parallel versions of the same serial code

○ Provide support for several parallelization strategies (e.g. built-in vs explicit privatization,) industry standards 

(e.g. OpenMP, OpenACC), hardware devices (e.g. CPU, GPU) and programing paradigms (e.g. multithreading, 

offloading, tasking).

20



for (j=0; j<n; j++ ) {
   A[j] = B[j];
}

Key Concepts: Parallelware Code Patterns

Pattern

Computation patterns

Memory patterns

Flow patterns

● Parallelware code patterns are patterns specializing in parallelism that describe the classes of codes.
● In HPC, they describe the semantics of C/C++/Fortran codes from the point of view of parallelism. Thus, they are used as 

“building blocks” by the programmer during the parallelization of a scientific application.

parallel forall

for (j=0; j<n; j++ ) {
   A[C[j]] += B[j];
}

parallel sparse reduction

for (j=0; j<n; j++ ) {
   A += B[j];
}

parallel scalar reduction

for (j=0; j<n; j++ ) {
   A[C[j]] = B[j];
}

parallel sparse forall

data structure design patterns
(e.g. array 1D, multi-dimensional array, array-of-structs/struct-of-arrays)

data access patterns
(e.g. linear, strided, irregular, stencil)

for(iter=0, err = tol; err >= tol && iter 
< iter_max; iter++){
  ...
}

convergence loop

for(iter=0; iter < iter_max; iter++){
  ...
}

propagation loop

https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/patterns/



Forall

Understanding the sequential code

Identifying opportunities for parallelization

parallel forall
for (j=0; j<n; j++ ) {
   A[j] = B[j];
}

● A loop that updates the elements of an 
array. 

● Each iteration updates a different 
element of the array.

● The result of computing this pattern is 
an array that is the “output variable”.

Parallel Loop Forall

22

appentra.com/training/courses/
parallelware-training-advanced/

https://www.appentra.com/training/courses/parallelware-training-advanced/
http://appentra.com/training/courses/parallelware-training-advanced/
http://appentra.com/training/courses/parallelware-training-advanced/


Scalar reduction

Understanding the sequential code

Identifying opportunities for parallelization

parallel forall

for (j=0; j<n; j++ ) {
   T = 0;
   y[j] = T;
}

● Combine multiple values into one single 
element (the scalar reduction variable) 
by applying an associative, commutative 
operator. 

● Most frequently in a loop
● The result of computing this pattern is a 

scalar that is the “reduction variable”.

parallel scalar 
reduction

for (j=0; j<n; j++ ) {
   A += B[j];
}

● Parallel Loop w/ Built-in reduction
● Parallel Loop w/ Atomic
● Parallel Loop w/ Explicit Privatization

Scalar 
reduction

23

appentra.com/training/courses/
parallelware-training-advanced/

https://www.appentra.com/training/courses/parallelware-training-advanced/
http://appentra.com/training/courses/parallelware-training-advanced/
http://appentra.com/training/courses/parallelware-training-advanced/


Sparse reduction

Understanding the sequential code

Identifying opportunities for parallelization

parallel forall

for (j=0; j<n; j++ ) {
   T = 0;
   y[j] = T;
}

● A sparse or irregular reduction combines a set of 
values from a subset of the elements of a vector 
or array with an associative, commutative 
operator. 

● The set of array elements used cannot be 
determined until runtime due to the use of 
subscript array to provide these values. 

● The result of computing this pattern is an array 
that is the “reduction variable”.

parallel sparse 
reduction

for (j=0; j<n; j++ ) {
   A[C[j]] += B[j];
}

Parallel Loop w/ Atomic
Parallel Loop w/ Explicit Privatization

Sparse 
reduction

24
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Mapping parallelization strategies to patterns
Parallelization Strategy

Parallel Loop
Parallel Loop w/ 
Built-in reduction

Parallel Loop w/ 
Atomic

Parallel Loop w/ 
Explicit Privatization

Vectorization

Forall ✓
Scalar Reduction ✓
Sparse Reduction

Multithreading

Forall ✓
Scalar Reduction ✓ ✓ ✓
Sparse Reduction ✓ ✓

Offloading to GPU

Forall ✓
Scalar Reduction ✓ ✓
Sparse Reduction ✓

Tasking on CPU (OpenMP 3.0 task/taskwait; OpenMP 4.5 taskloop -implementation dependent-)

Forall ✓
Scalar Reduction ✓
Sparse Reduction ✓

appentra.com
/training/cour
ses/parallelwa
re-training-ad
vanced/

https://www.appentra.com/training/courses/parallelware-training-advanced/
http://appentra.com/training/courses/parallelware-training-advanced/
http://appentra.com/training/courses/parallelware-training-advanced/
http://appentra.com/training/courses/parallelware-training-advanced/
http://appentra.com/training/courses/parallelware-training-advanced/
http://appentra.com/training/courses/parallelware-training-advanced/


Pros Cons

Parallel Loop - Easy to implement
- No synchronization overhead within the loop

- Limited applicability: only works when 
each loop iteration is entirely 
independent

Parallel Loop 
w/ Built-in 
reduction

- Scales with threads/core counts, not the problem size
- Offers speedup even for codes with low arithmetic intensity
- Complexity handled by the compiler
- Potential for highly optimized implementation 
(compiler/platform dependent)

- Can only be used for supported 
reduction operators 

Parallel Loop 
w/ atomic 
protection

- Easy to understand
- Provides speedup for codes with high arithmetic intensity
- Solution for reduction patterns where operator is not 
supported by build-in reduction clause

- Synchronization overhead scales with 
the number of threads
- Poor performance for codes with low 
arithmetic intensity

Parallel Loop 
w/ explicit 
privatization

- Possible to achieve speedup similar to Built-in Reductions
- Programmer has full control of the parallel implementation

- Significant programmer effort
- Not suitable for GPUs due to memory 
requirements

26

appentra.com/training/courses/
parallelware-training-advanced/Pros and Cons

https://www.appentra.com/training/courses/parallelware-training-advanced/
http://appentra.com/training/courses/parallelware-training-advanced/
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OPPORTUNITY
[Parallelization Opportunity]

PATTERN-BASED PARALLELISM

COMPUTE PATTERN
[Parallelware Code Pattern]

PATTERN-BASED SEMANTICS

Parallelware’s Key Concepts

ANALYZABLE
[Source Code Supported by Parallelware]

SYNTACTIC

3rd requirement

     2nd requirement

         1st requirement Complete a syntactical analysis of the 
source code, so that all the C/C++/Fortran 
language features used in the source code 
are supported by Parallelware.

Complete a semantic analysis of the source 
code, so that the source code is split into a 
set of compute patterns by Parallelware.

Complete a semantic analysis of the 
source code specializing in parallelism, 
so that Parallelware identifies loops that 
can be converted into parallel code.

The goal is to understand the semantics of C/C++/Fortran codes from the point of view of parallelism.
Thus, they are used as “building blocks” by the programmer during the parallelization of a scientific application.



1. Set up for the analysis of large scale codes

● Set up interoperability with build systems (e.g. CMake, Makefile) to get compiler flags

● Set up analysis of multiple files altogether to manage file dependencies

● Set up third-party tools to integrate messages reported by the tools

2. Optimize performance iteratively (brute force for performance is not best practice -very time consuming-)

2.1      Identify the hotspot

2.2       Compile and run the hotspot to measure the performance baseline

2.3.      Get PWA’s performance optimization report with human-readable actionable hints
- Recommendations (PWR), defects (PWD), opportunities (OPP), remarks (RMK) and more code insights
- Precise instructions for the developer about the source code changes that are needed to fix the issues

2.4.       Modify the source code following the instructions provided by PWA’s PWRs, PWDs, OPPs and RMKs

2.5.       Recompile and run the hotspot to measure the performance improvement

2.6.       Goto to Step#2.1 if more performance improvement is needed

Impact of Parallelware Analyzer on the development 
workflow



   Book title:   “Patterns for Parallel Programming”
   Authors:   Timothy Mattson, Beverly Sanders and Berna Massingill

Further reading



Finding out patterns with Parallelware Analyzer
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examples/matmul$ pwreport src/main.c:15 --level 3 -- -I src/include
Compiler flags: -I src/include

…

  [OPP001] src/main.c:15:5 is a multi-threading opportunity

    SUGGESTION: use pwloops to get more details or pwdirectives to generate directives to parallelize it:
      pwloops --loop src/main.c:matmul:15:5 src/main.c -- -I src/include
      pwdirectives --omp multi src/main.c:matmul:15:5 --in-place -- -I src/include
…

examples/matmul$ pwloops --loop src/main.c:matmul:15:5 src/main.c -- -I src/include
Compiler flags: -I src/include

Loop           Analyzable Compute patterns Opportunity    Auto-Parallelizable Parallelized
-------------- ---------- ---------------- -------------- ------------------- ------------
src/main.c
`- matmul:15:5  x         forall           multi, offload  x

…

Use --level 3 to get invocation suggestions:

Copy & paste the pwloops invocation to get information about the patterns for the loop:



Agenda
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14:00 - 14:15 Setup and welcome participants

14:15 - 14:30 Overview

14:35 - 15:45   The OpenMP Common Core
The Parallelware Analyzer performance optimization report
Key technology differentiation: Code into patterns for parallelization
Using Parallelware Analyzer: A walk-through with MATMUL example

15:45 - 16:15 Coffee

16:15 - 17:50 Practicals: Use Parallelware Analyzer to parallelize PI and LULESHmk with OpenMP

17:50 - 18:00 Close

Manuel Arenaz  |  June 25, 2021   |  ©Appentra Solutions S.L.



Walk-through with MATMUL example
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● Available in examples/matmul inside your Parallelware Analyzer installation
○ Take a look at the README.md file

● Also available online:
○ Blog post: 

https://www.appentra.com/how-to-get-started-with-parallelware-analyzer-matmul-example/
○ Video:

https://youtu.be/OxPtB_SEucM

https://www.appentra.com/how-to-get-started-with-parallelware-analyzer-matmul-example/
https://youtu.be/OxPtB_SEucM
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